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As more and more activities are moving online, the need for datacenters is increasing which raises
their energy consumption and the resulting greenhouse gas emissions. The supply of datacenters with renewable energy is often seen as the main solution to this nexus. However, multiple
challenges are posed by their integration. Solutions to these challenges, mainly in the form of
flexibility and energy efficiency, require multidisciplinary skills. As a consequence, this article
aims to review scientific efforts in several complementary disciplines: electrical engineering,
computer science, control system engineering and operations research. It covers datacenter architecture, infrastructure sizing and resource management on both information and energy sides.
Conclusions on current progresses are drawn and challenges that remain to be addressed are listed
as well.

1. Introduction
The ever growing use of online services or applications run from terminals (mobile phones, laptops, desktop computers), leads to increasing needs for computing facilities, and to the building of new datacenters and the expansion
of existing ones. These datacenters generate carbon emissions due to their consumption of electric energy, which is
mostly generated from fossil fuels such as coal or natural gas. However, with the awareness of their ecological impact,
the minimization of their environmental footprint linked to the reduction of their energy consumption is becoming a
major concern. According to the International Energy Agency, in 2019, while the energy efficiency of datacenters and
data networks has improved significantly over the past few years, the electricity consumption of datacenters is estimated at 200 TWh or about 1% of the world electricity consumption, with similar numbers for data networks [1, 2, 3].
Moreover, partly due to the growing use of mobile devices and the development of technologies like 5G, datacenter
energy consumption is expected to increase by 9% per year in the near future.
In a context of growing concerns over climate change and its consequences, the Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) industry, through the ITU standard ITU-T L.1470 [4] agreed in 2020 on a target to reduce emissions
by 45% between 2020 and 2030 to help reach the global 1.5o C trajectory.
To make this goal reachable, two complementary approaches can be followed: improving the energy efficiency of
Information Technology (IT) components, and changing the way the electric energy is produced and supplied to the
datacenter. Several initiatives address the problem of energy efficiency, which has been covered by a large number of
studies in the literature. Initiatives may focus on processor consumption control, using Dynamic Voltage and Frequency
Scaling (DVFS) for instance, or on consolidation, i.e., clustering virtual machines to avoid powering on too many
physical hosts. For example, in [5], the authors present a survey on techniques for improving the energy efficiency of
large scale distributed systems. In [6], the authors present a taxonomy of power and energy management dividing the
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techniques into static and dynamic ones and detailing them at different levels, e.g., virtualization, operating system, and
firmware/hardware level. In [7], the authors focus on the energy efficiency of ICT equipment in cloud computing with a
separate focus for servers and network. Finally a more recent survey by [8] provides a categorization for the problem of
energy efficiency in computing, and presents various methodologies for green datacenters at host level, network level,
thermal-aware techniques, virtualized level and geographic level. Some approaches also focus on electric distribution
efficiency, and consider Direct Current (DC) supply instead of Alternating Current (AC) supply [9]. The reduction of
energy consumption however tends to have a limited impact, since it often decreases IT performance (i.e., applications
may finish later or may be delayed). It may even lead to rebound effects as users tend to use more computing resources
if they are cheaper [3]. DC supply is also subject to several challenges, for example related to circuit breaking. Finally,
other efforts on the recovery of waste heat generated by datacenters have been published [10, 11]. Energy efficiency is
therefore necessary but only represents one part of the solutions needed to satisfy the ever growing need for computing
power while reducing the carbon emissions.
The second approach to limit the carbon footprint relies on using cleaner energy sources, i.e., sources without direct
carbon emission. [12] reviews the use of renewable energies in the BRICS countries and details financial models:
investment, government policies... [13] presents carbon reduction and its financial market. In datacenters context,
several IT companies, often under public pressure, have announced to use more green energy in their datacenters and
several initiatives have been launched. Apple [14], for example, will supply 200 MW of solar power for their datacenter
in Reno, Nevada. Google [15] has launched two projects in Alabama and Tennessee for the building of farms that will
produce 300 MW of solar energy. In parallel, many researchers are working on the use of renewable energy sources and
storage units to supply datacenters. The “GreenDataNet” European project [16] has proposed an optimization solution,
where solar panels and batteries are combined to supply urban datacenters. At the same time, academic efforts have
been made to improve energy efficiency using renewable energy in datacenters. Design strategies have been proposed to
make datacenters less dependent on grid energy and more energy efficient at both the infrastructure level (IT equipment,
cooling systems and network topology [17]) and IT workload management level [18, 19]. Similarly, the “RenewIT”
project [20] has developed a simulation tool for datacenter operators to select the optimum combination of efficiency
measures and renewables for energy and carbon sustainable facilities in several European climate regions.
However, the integration of renewable energy in datacenters causes technical difficulties. Datacenters can either
generate their own renewable energy (self-generation), draw it from a nearby plant (co-location) or simply buy renewable energy from an external supplier on markets or via a power purchase agreement. In the case where a datacenter
would be supplied using only local renewable energy, real-time balancing of supply and demand is a challenge that
must take into account (i) the needs of datacenters for highly reliable power supply to support their quality of service,
(ii) the fluctuations of their load that may be large between the peak and the usual case, and (iii) the variability, intermittency and non-dispatchable properties of renewable power generation. As a consequence, supplying a datacenter using
only intermittent renewables is currently unfeasible, at reasonable cost and reliability, without adding energy storage
or conventional generators consuming fossil fuels, which adds to the complexity and costs of designing a datacenter
and its attached infrastructure.
Several surveys, such as [21], [22] and [5], have already presented the issues and works linked to the energy
consumption of IT equipment in the literature. In [23], Kong et al. present a survey on green-energy-aware power
management for datacenters. They focus on works tackling the scheduling of workloads and Virtual Machine (VM)
management in datacenters supplied by green energy and only provide a short description of a few works considering
energy capacity planning.
In this survey, we propose a multidisciplinary review of the scientific literature on challenges and solutions to enable the development of green and energy efficient datacenters. The paper contributions are as follows: i) we consider
studies from the fields of electrical engineering, control systems and computer science, as only considering one discipline would only provide a partial view of all the possible challenges and approaches; ii) we focus on the coupling
of datacenters with intermittent renewable generation, with flexibility sources coming from both power supply and IT
consumption; iii) we cover not only the operation of the datacenter but also its design phases, on both power supply
and IT aspects. Finally, we consider new contributions published since 2014, when [23] was published.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we synthesize works focusing on the energy
infrastructure of datacenters with renewable energy. The management of energy sources and works studying IT management, scheduling, and singular vs. distributed datacenters to increase the use of renewable energy in datacenters
are then presented in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4, the paper is concluded and some open research challenges of the
domain are presented.
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2. Datacenter Energy Infrastructure
In this section, we present the works focusing on the design and assessment of the energy infrastructure of datacenters powered by renewable energy sources.

2.1. On/Off Site Generation
Two approaches are usually followed when trying to reduce the use of brown (fossil-fuel based) energy in datacenters, besides compute/load management: using local renewable resources (on-site generation) and/or resources
available on the grid (off-site generation) [24]. The preferred approach is chosen by IT companies depending on various factors such as financial interests, grid reliability, and resource availability and geographical location. A major
issue is the intermittent and uncertain character of Renewable Energy Sources (RES), which can be dealt with by using
additional resources and/or curtailment. However, IT companies, rather than to deal with the issue themselves, might
prefer to use already existing RES on the electricity grid. This option can influence local generation companies and/or
the regional utility to build more renewable resources to attract IT companies through long-term agreements. For example, MidAmerican Energy, a utility in Iowa, decided to invest $1.9 billion to increase its wind generation after a
renewable energy policy announcement of Facebook [25]. Similarly, Google [26] operates its datacenters using 100%
renewable energy since 2017, but this energy is not generated on-site. With this approach, there is no guarantee that
the electrons supplying the datacenter are actually “green”, as, due to the laws of physics, they will typically originate
from the nearest plants, green or not.
On the other hand, if the current electricity grid is not able to support a high penetration of RES, if the datacenter
operator requires the use of clean energy or if the operator requires greater control on energy supply, companies might
be interested in investing in on-site generation, either from conventional or from renewable generators. IT companies
then avoid the incurred transmission and distribution costs, as well as reduce the system losses [27]. Large companies
such as Apple, Google or eBay are for example building unplugged datacenters to have a better control over their
infrastructure. eBay’s Utah datacenter uses natural gas to produce its electricity [28], while the grid is only used as
a backup. In a similar fashion, Apple’s Maiden, North Carolina datacenter [29], is using a 40 MW solar plant along
with biogas fuel cells. Similarly, Apple has invested in several on-site installations of renewable energy, in particular
solar power in North Carolina and Nevada [30]. A drawback is that this type of installation requires large financial
investment, which might not be possible for some small IT companies. Additionally, such energy infrastructure is
considerably more complex to operate if it is not grid-connected, as a balance between generation and load must be
ensured in real-time [31, 32, 33, 34]. Fig. 1 shows a comparison of the load of a small datacenter with the solar
generation measured in the same location over a period of 5 days. It can be observed that both profiles do not match
(even if their average value is the same), which implies the need for additional devices such as storage as well as load
management strategies further discussed in the next sections. As a consequence, reliability, stability and costs are
impacted.

2.2. Renewable Energy Sources
RES are widely seen as one of the main solutions to help decarbonize electricity production, which includes datacenters. While renewable energy is already integrated in today’s power systems to a certain extent, reaching large
shares (if not 100% [35]) of intermittent and variable renewable generation poses multiple technical and economical
challenges [36]. Multiple types of RES are commonly used with datacenters or are expected to grow significantly in
the future. In the following, we discuss the interest of the different types of RES from the point-of-view of a datacenter
application.

2.2.1. Wind turbines
Wind turbine generator output is approximately proportional to the cube of the wind speed measured at the turbine
hub, rated power ranges from a few kW for the smallest to multi-MW values for the largest. For most datacenter
applications, where transient behavior is not particularly studied, simple models can be used, such as the ones proposed
by Garcia et al. [37] and other researchers [38, 39, 40, 41]. A challenge related to wind energy is that wind resources
are location-dependent (and often not close to the consumption location) and sometimes very variable, in addition to
a low energy density in terms of area used. Wind farm operation is carbon-free, with limited noise. Acceptability
from the general public is however variable, as some consider turbines as visual pollution. As a consequence, to the
authors’ best knowledge, no major datacenter runs entirely on local wind power. More and more datacenter operators,
such as Amazon [42] with 91 MW planned in Sweden or Apple [43] with 200 MW in Oregon, resort to Corporate
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Figure 1: Comparison made by the authors of the load of a small datacenter (including cooling) and the generation from a
fictitious photovoltaic plant in Belfort, France, over a period of 5 days. Both power profiles have the same average value.

Purchase Agreement (CPPA) with grid-connected wind farms to secure wind energy supply at a fixed price, but remain
connected to the grid. In a different perspective, project WindCores [44] in Germany aims to install small datacenters
inside wind turbines, enabling the datacenter to be powered at 92% from local wind power.

2.3. Photovoltaics
Photo-Voltaic (PV) panels convert light into electricity using the photovoltaic effect. Simple models assume that PV
output is proportional to the solar radiation measured on the panels, although more elaborate models can also consider
other effects, such as those related to temperature and variable efficiency levels [45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 41]. This type of
energy suffers from challenges similar to those of wind energy, especially in terms of intermittency and density. Several
differences exist, including low efficiency, absence of noise, limited visual pollution, the presence of solar radiation
throughout the world (although sometimes with low intensity), and the fact that daily patterns of generation can be
observed due to day/night cycles. As for wind power, PV power is often used to supply datacenters through CPPA,
either from large, utility-size plants (100 MW for Facebook in New Mexico [50], 413 MW for Google in Alabama and
Tennessee [51]) or from a large number of rooftop PV systems (50 MW for Facebook [52] in Singapore).

2.3.1. Hydropower
Hydroelectric power is currently the world’s main RES and consists in the conversion of water flow into electric
power through turbines. Rated power ranges from kW to GW. Regarding modeling, according to Kishor et al. [53],
models of hydro plants can be classified into both linear models (non-elastic) and nonlinear models (elastic) depending
on the complexity of the involved equations. In the simplest models, the power output is proportional to the flow of
water and the waterfall head. While hydropower is a mature, cheap and mostly carbon-free RES, it is heavily locationdependent (i.e., there must be a river and/or a dam nearby) and can have a significant impact on natural ecosystems,
especially due to dams. Compared to wind and solar, its main interest is that the output can be controlled by adjusting
the flow of water. Several examples of datacenters running mostly with hydropower exist. A datacenter in the Swiss
Alps [54] claims to run with 99.9% hydropower, through a plant installed on site, and 0.1% solar power. Other examples
can be found in regions with significant hydropower resources such as Sweden (Facebook [55]), Oregon (Apple [56],
with small dams), Norway (Volkswagen [57]) or Iceland [58]. Such locations are also often in cold regions, which
facilitates infrastructure cooling.
2.3.2. Biomass
This technology corresponds to the use of organic material coming from either animals or plants in order to generate
heat or electricity. Common examples include wood, crops, manure or human waste. This material can either be burnt
directly or converted to biofuels or biogas which can in turn be stored, transported or burnt [59]. Several methods
exist to extract useful byproducts from biomass such as: direct combustion [60], pyrolysis [61], gasification [62],
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liquefaction [63], supercritic fluid extraction [64], anaerobic digestion [65], fermentation [66], acid hydrolysis, enzyme
hydrolysis, and esterification. Due to the large number of different processes that can be used to convert biomass into
electric power, generalizing the advantages and drawbacks of these types of sources is difficult, and as a consequence,
so is the identification of the main types of models. Nevertheless, a major challenge of this type of energy is the reliable
availability of the biomass resource, due to geographical constraints or due to production variability throughout the
year. Several projects based on biomass to supply datacenters have been considered. For example, HP Labs designed a
system capable of powering a 1 MW power datacenter using manure of 10,000 cows from a farm [67]. This approach
could also provide additional revenue for farmers. Several other biomass projects were considered in 2012 [68], e.g.,
in Georgia and in Ohio, however it seems that most of them were abandoned.

2.3.3. Discussion
From the above, we can notice that all the main types of RES are employed for powering datacenters, either directly
or through CPPA. A distinction must however be done between dispatchable (i.e., controllable) sources such as hydro
or biomass and non-dispatchable and intermittent sources, such as wind and solar. In the former case, this characteristic
is a major difficulty in the perspective of running a datacenter solely with these types of local energy. They however
benefit from the facts that they can be installed in many locations, that their emissions are low even over their life
cycle [69], and that their life cycle costs have dramatically decreased over time to values below those of fossil fuelbased generation, even without subsidies [70]. In order to further their integration with datacenters and compensate
the variability and intermittency of solar and wind, additional equipment or strategies are therefore necessary, such as
energy storage as discussed in the next section, demand management [71] or combining different types of RES.

2.4. Energy Storage Systems
To enable better RES integration, energy storage systems are required to enable shifting generation and/or consumption over time. They enable storing excess generation for later use, e.g., storing excess PV generation during
the day for use at night [72, 73, 74, 75, 76]. Other applications include the ability to provide ancillary services to the
grid [77] [78] (e.g., by increasing or decreasing the datacenter load depending on an external signal provided by the
transmission system operator), demand response (e.g., by discharging a battery to reduce the net load on the utility
grid in case of congestion or limited generation capacity), or arbitrage (e.g., using local storage to be able to use stored
energy or the grid depending on prices) [79, 80, 81, 82]. In addition to the above, powering a datacenter solely with
RES at all times (i.e., hour by hour and not only on average) requires the use of massive storage capacity. For example,
Google plans to use energy from a 350 MW solar plant in Nevada, coupled with a 280 MW battery [83].
There are multiple energy storage technologies, each with its own advantages and drawbacks [81, 84]. Pumped
hydropower and underground compressed air storage are by nature limited by geographical, geological and terrain
considerations, which makes them unsuitable for most datacenter applications. Short-term storage technologies such
as flywheels or supercapacitors are mostly used for their ability to output or absorb large amounts of power over very
short durations (ms to minutes), which is essential for stability (not discussed in this paper) for example, but they are
not suitable for storing energy even at a horizon of an hour. The two main remaining technologies are batteries and
hydrogen, further discussed in the following.

2.4.1. Battery storage systems
Batteries are electrochemical devices used to store energy in chemical form. Different types, capacities and battery
voltages are available and can be compared by cost, density and behavior [85]. Battery technologies however tend to
evolve from lead-acid batteries to lithium-ion batteries or other variants [86] [85]. Despite their higher costs, these new
technologies often benefit from better compactness and weight, lower maintenance requirements and longer lifetime.
Battery storage systems are mostly utilized in short-term storage scenarios, e.g., over horizons of several hours, such as
for day/night cycles. They are however inadequate for storage over longer periods of time due to their non-negligible
self-discharge rate and low energy density [87, 88]. Batteries have been used in datacenters as part of Uninterruptible
Power Supply (UPS) installations for decades, and are therefore well known. An issue with such systems is however
their ageing and capacity and performance degradation over time, which requires them to be replaced when they reach
their end-of-life [89, 90] .
Several modeling approaches have been proposed. The energy-based approach considers batteries as a device in
which energy (power) can be added or subtracted, with constraints on state-of-charge and sometimes consideration of
self-discharge or ageing [38, 91]. A variant is based on State of Charge (SOC), e.g., a relative level of energy, instead of
G. Rostirolla et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier
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energy [92, 47, 76]. Current-based models are similar but consider currents instead of power and enable determining
the battery voltage [93, 49, 94, 40].

2.4.2. Hydrogen storage systems
A Hydrogen Storage System (HSS) is composed of an electrolyzer to produce hydrogen from electricity, hydrogen
tanks to store this hydrogen, and a fuel cell to produce electric power from hydrogen. Such systems are mostly suitable
for long-term storage, e.g., over seasons [95], for several reasons. First, power and energy are decoupled as the power
rating depends on the ratings of the fuel cell and the electrolyzer, while the energy stored depends on the size of the
tanks. Second, because hydrogen can be compressed, large amounts of energy can be stored over long durations with
very low self-discharge (leaks), e.g., to be able to use excess PV generation from summer during winter. Issues related
to this type of technology are related to limited dynamics which require hybridization with another form of storage
such as batteries, ageing and performance degradation concerns, high costs, low efficiency compared to batteries,
and complex safety measures required for pressurized installations. Such installations have also be been proposed for
backup power up to 48 hours by Microsoft [96].
In terms of modeling, as for batteries, several levels of detail can be used depending on the intended application.
The simplest models can only consider the rated power limits of the fuel cell and the electrolyzer, and the energy
capacity of the hydrogen tanks. More detailed models can also consider the voltage-current characteristics of these
devices as well as their ageing and limited dynamics [97, 98, 99].
2.4.3. Discussion
From the above, we can observe that while energy storage has long been part of datacenters, the range of applications where it is used is expanding, from providing backup supply to a wide variety of objectives related to renewable
energy dynamics, markets or grid constraints. While energy storage may not be necessary for a grid-connected datacenter (other than for a UPS), these new use cases increase the motivation for installing such systems. On the other
hand, storage is absolutely necessary for a datacenter powered only by local renewable energy. An important challenge related to storage remains costs. While cost estimates have significantly decreased over time [100], they are still
considered as prohibitive for many applications [101].

2.5. Green Datacenter Architecture
Using local renewable energy in a datacenter implies to change the datacenter energy infrastructure, especially
due to constraints resulting from renewable generation intermittency and variability combined with high reliability
expectations. In the following we present works on the design of such new infrastructures.
For both industry operators and end-users, operational availability requirements are very high. For example, a tier
IV datacenter is expected to reach 99.995% availability, or 26.3 minutes of annual downtime [102]. Redundancy built
in the electric supply of the datacenter is essential for ensuring that such high numbers are reachable, but costs are also
necessarily impacted due to over-sizing [103]. As stated in [104], redundancy is necessary to achieve high availability,
but it also improves the maintainability, flexibility, expandability and fault management of datacenters. For example,
turning off an UPS or a rack in case of maintenance or a fault, servers can remain powered using redundant feeds.
Moreover, in case of insufficient reliability, penalties are applied due to a breach of the Service Level Agreement
(SLA) with the client of the datacenter. Although this type of agreement highly depends on the application of the tasks
running on the servers, this means that a trade-off between availability and costs has to be found, even at the design
stage.
Various options are available to enable redundancy. In the literature, [105, 102] describe the most common electrical architectures, which are typically supplied by transmission or distribution grids, depending on their rated power
consumption. Architectures range from simple AC feeds from a single upstream transformer to more robust AC supply
systems with two separate feeds from different substations. Variants also include DC distribution [9], or mixtures of
AC and DC. Batteries are often used in UPS in the case of short interruptions until backup diesel generators start up
and take over the UPS. Depending on the expected level of availability, several configurations are used, conventionally
from N to 2(N+1), where N represents the capacity required to meet the maximum power requested by a datacenter
(e.g., 1 MW). A N datacenter would use two 500 kW UPS and a single utility feed, while a N+1 datacenter would have
three 500 kW UPS, and one of these could be down for maintenance without impact on the operation of the datacenter. 2N means two separate feeds from two different substations and two UPS of 1 MW. For 2(N+1), the architecture
found for N+1 datacenters is doubled. More complex architectures, e.g., 3N/2 also exist, but require challenging load
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management systems.
In the presence of on-site renewable generation, these architectures need to be adapted. For example, in [106], RES
are integrated in N+1 and 2N architectures. Figure 2 presents the 2N architecture with two identical feeds of renewable
energy; the N+1 architecture consists in adding a fail-safe second electrical source (usually a fuel-based generator or
a hydrogen-based one) in parallel to the main electrical source. This structure builds on a new generation UPS known
as the GreenDataNet (GDN) UPS [16], used to inject green power in the local infrastructure as shown in Figure 2).
This UPS includes photovoltaic panels, wind turbines, fuel cells as well as lithium-ion batteries.
AC Grid:
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Green sources
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Figure 2: Example of 2N architecture with renewable energy supply: The critical load can be fully supported by each of
the RES (photovoltaic panels, wind turbines, fuel cells and lithium-ion batteries) on the right and on the left. Even in case
of failure of half of the sources, the datacenter can still operate using 100% green energy. In addition to servers supplied
by a Power Distribution Unit (PDU), Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) and other essential loads (e.g.,
safety systems) also require redundancy, while others (e.g., offices) are considered as less important and may be shed in
case of insufficient generation.

2.6. Sizing of RES and storage
In the following, we use the term sizing to refer to the process of determining the rated capacity or power of the
different RES and storage units. The objective is to predict the size of the primary renewable energy sources and
secondary sources (storage devices) in the electrical infrastructure so that these sources are sufficient to ensure the
powering of the datacenter on the whole year. In this context, Haddad et al [107] have proposed a global polynomial
time sizing process of a standalone datacenter that integrates not only the energy of RES and storage sizing, but also the
IT part of the datacenter. Considering a variable energy envelop, different scheduling problems can be proposed with
either a polynomial time or a NP-complete complexity [108] having a direct consequence on sizing process complexity.
It should allow the infrastructure to produce and store enough energy during periods when there is primary energy
and to supply the datacenter even during periods when there is none. While this problem is not new and has long
been studied in the literature for microgrids and similar systems [109, 110], mostly for coupling RES with batteries
[111], hydrogen [112] and other means of storage. However, few works so far have focused on datacenter applications,
especially when considering the specific characteristics of IT load and availability requirements. Several methodologies
have been proposed in order to obtain an appropriate composition of energy systems. To facilitate the understanding of
these methodologies, we propose in Figure 3 a classification according to the type of methodology used in the reviewed
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literature [110].
Sizing methodologies
Probabilistic

Analytic

Iterative

Hybrid

— Results are not the
most suitable to find
out the best solution
— Take into account
one or two system
performance indicators
to be optimized

— Computational models describing the size
of the system as function of its feasibility
— Simulate the performance of several hybrid
system configurations

— Recursive process
— Stops when the best
configuration is reached

— Multi-objective
optimization based
on heuristic methods
— Can be improved
by using combined
optimization techniques

Figure 3: Sizing methodologies.

2.6.1. Probabilistic methods
A probabilistic method is a technique based on probability that aims at finding a solution even if the initial problem
is combinatory. This method consists in generating a sample space associated with probability. Then given these
probabilities it is possible to exhibit solutions from this space that have a probability greater than zero. This method
appears as the simplest one to find the appropriate sizing of RES infrastructure. Nevertheless, the method is not efficient
to find the best solution because it takes only few optimization criteria into account.
Yang et al. [40] propose a probabilistic method, where they prove the importance of choosing a suitable meteorological year to get an accurate assessment of performance in a hybrid PV-wind energy system. A second probabilistic
approach is explained in [41]. The authors propose an approach based on convolution techniques with probability density functions to assess the long term performance of hybrid solar wind power systems. Finally, C. Protogeropoulos
et al. introduce two sizing methods [113] for autonomous hybrid systems composed by photo-voltaic panels and wind
turbines. The two methods determine the system performance by means of battery to load ratio and energy to load
ratio. In the first method the authors use the annual average of the system monthly performance. In the second one,
the worst monthly scenario is utilized.
2.6.2. Analytical methods
The performance evaluation of a hybrid system in this case can be achieved by computational models (i.e., commercial software tools and/or numerical approximations of system components) describing the RES size in function
of its feasibility. Therefore, system performance can be evaluated for a conceivable system architecture set and/or an
appropriate component size. The best results are obtained due to the analyze of one or several performance criteria.
The performance evaluation of a hybrid system in this case can be achieved by computational models. Nowadays,
several tools have been developed to help the users analyze the integration of the sources for optimizing, designing
and evaluating the performance of hybrid systems composed by photo-voltaic panels and wind turbines. This is also
presented in detail in a review by Sinha and Chandel [114]. The most used ones are: Hybrid Optimization Model
for Electric Renewable Energy (HOMER) [115] Laboratory developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory
(NREL), the Hybrid Power System Simulation Model (HYBRID2), Hybrid Optimization using Genetic Algorithm
etc. However, these pieces of software have some limitations. The most concerning refer to unavailability of some of
the software over different platforms, black box design of the components, and the lack of flexibility when compared
to other approaches from the literature [114].
2.6.3. Iterative methods
Iterative methods in RES sizing consist in using iterative process taking design specifications into account that
stop once the convergence criteria is reached, e.g., a given number of iterations or if the best found solution does not
improve the objective function for a given number of interactions.
A lot of researchers use Genetic Algorithm (GA) to achieve an optimal sizing. For instance, Kaldellis et al. [48]
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propose to minimize the cost of the system under some constraints. The sizing which represents the optimal solution
is reached then by a genetic algorithm process. Similar works can be found in Dufo-Lopez and Bernal-Agustin [116]
and Yang et al. [117, 118].
Moreover, Ashok [119] obtained a hybrid system, considered optimal, between several variations for rural communities, decreasing the overall life cycle cost and guaranteeing system reliability. To make it, the authors utilize a
numerical algorithm based on a method called QuasiNewton to solve the optimization problem [120].
Another iterative method is reported in [121]. The authors analyze traces from a datacenter of medium size to
calculate the optimal size of the solar panels needed to generate enough green energy to cover the entire workload
energy consumption, assuming that all the remaining energy produced by the solar panels is stored in a battery without
capacity limitation. Then, assuming that the size of the used solar panel is the found ideal size, they calculate the
optimal capacity of the battery needed so that the workload consumes zero brown energy. They show that using an
opportunistic scheduling algorithm demands a smaller battery size than a baseline algorithm with Energy Storage
Device (ESD). Finally the authors combine both approaches in order to find the optimal solution for solar panels and
different batteries of different sizes.

2.6.4. Hybrid methods
Hybrid methods in RES consist in defining the optimization problem with a multidimensional nature. They aim
at solving the sizing problem by a multi-objective optimization based on combining several methods such as heuristic
methods but not only (e.g., GA, AI, etc.) and other optimization techniques.
Several researchers [122, 123, 124] modified GA in order to give the designer the choice of the optimal configuration. This is done by a set of non-dominated Pareto set solutions using selection criteria. In [123], the optimization
objectives are the following: (i) minimizing the cost of energy in the system; and (ii) minimize the Greenhouse Gas
(GHG) emissions. In this work, the main originality comes from the assessment of GHG emissions based on life cycle
analysis. A similar work is proposed in [125] where the authors utilize a particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm
to obtain a set of Pareto solutions (non dominant). The optimization objective in this work is first techno-economical
and then technical, economical and environmental.
Moreover, Artificial Neural Networks can be utilized as a hybrid method for sizing. Some authors [126, 127] utilize
the same kind of neural network to predict daily solar radiation in isolated areas as input data for the sizing process
when data is missing. It is also used to improve the analytic method of loss of load probability [128, 129, 130].
2.6.5. Discussion
In order to define the best sizing architecture of the RES used, different approaches can be used to supply the user’s
demand following their requirement for optimization. None of them guaranties the success of the sizing process. To
be sure to find an appropriate sizing architecture, an interesting approach is probably to cross several methods and
to compare the obtained solutions. The sizing process however not only depends on the future usage but also on the
future weather conditions that have a high level of uncertainty. Reducing this uncertainty is till nowadays not possible
and robust optimization approach to address this problem could appear as a promising perspective.

2.7. Energy-related Standards and Metrics
While energy efficiency metrics for datacenters, such as Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE), have been in use for
years, the integration of renewable energy requires defining new metrics. Normalization bodies have been working for
several years on this issue. In particular, ISO (International Standardization Organization) and IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission) built a joint committee (ISO/IEC, JTC1/SC39) in order to propose some normalized metrics.
A series (30134-*) of normalization documents have been proposed since 2016. Standardized key performance indicators exist, while other are still being discussed. The datacenter perimeter for assessing the energy efficiency is defined
in document 30134-1. Within this perimeter, PUE is defined as the ratio between the energy supplied to the datacenter
and the energy used for the IT equipment. Renewable Energy Factor (REF) represents the percentage of renewable
energy in the total power used by the datacenter. Finally, ERF corresponds to the percentage of energy reused from
the heat generated by the datacenters.
Researchers have proposed other metrics that will have to prove their interest and wide acceptance before going to
normalization. Several European projects on energy-efficient datacenters, e.g, CoolEmAll [131] and RenewIT [132],
have evaluated such metrics. A cluster of projects working on renewable-powered datacenters published in 2014 an
evaluation [133] on relevant metrics. One of the main conclusions is the heterogeneity of the metric field, leading
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to the need to measure too many metrics for assessing datacenters. The proposed overview encompasses more than
40 different metrics, classified in four categories, and selects one metric in each category to act as a representative.
The selected categories are Basic energy efficiency, Cost-environmental analysis, Grid interaction and finally Capacity
metrics. In [134], these metrics along with their mathematical formulation are provided.

3. Management of Green Datacenters
In the previous section we consider the design of the energy infrastructure. Since the design of the IT infrastructure
in a datacenter powered by renewable energy does not imply specific challenges compared to the design of a standard
datacenter, this issue is not tackled in the paper. In this section we focus on the infrastructure management, both from
an energy and an IT point-of-view. The infrastructure management addresses the dynamic part of the challenges to be
tackled when powering a datacenter with RES. Note that the literature on IT management is much larger than the one
on energy and is a very active research domain. When trying to manage both the energy and the IT platform, most
methods are approximate, and often based on greedy or evolutionary algorithms. As stated below, each problem is
complex, and managing both leads to the same NP-complete complexity. Even when the management of the whole
infrastructure is based on the cooperation of independent IT and energy managers [135, 136], the cost is the sum of
both, adding the cost of multiple round of negotiation between them.

3.1. Management of Energy Sources and Storage
In order to use the renewable generation and storage units in the most adequate way, energy management strategies
need to be designed and implemented. Haddad et al. have proposed in [137] to solve several storage management
problems considering different objectives (best constant power production, maximization of the level of hydrogen at
the end of a given time horizon, etc.) using a mixed integer linear programming approach to take numerous constraints
imposed by electrical models into account. While it is possible to control the output of RES up to a certain point, mostly
to decrease it, it is usually preferable to control the operation of energy storage units to have generation and demand
match in real time. Control strategies can follow a variety of objectives (e.g., minimizing costs or emissions [138],
peak shaving [139]) and constraints (e.g., power balance, power limits, state-of-charge limits, ramp-rate limits [140],
or stability), while different types of models (e.g., transfer functions or static models based on simplified physical
behavior) may be used depending on the intended application and the related time constants. This topic has been
extensively studied in the literature in the general case of power systems and microgrids, such as in [141, 138, 142, 143]
however the interest for datacenter applications is rather low since most contributions for microgrids could also be
applied to datacenters.
Nevertheless, there have been recently several studies that consider energy sources management specifically for
green datacenters. In [144], Deng et al. try to decrease the operation cost of datacenters by introducing an online
control policy that uses several characteristics of several energy sources. The authors use Lyapunov optimization
and design a control algorithm that does not require significant statistics on the dynamics of the system. The control
algorithm makes decisions based on long-term ahead power procurement, real-time power procurement, and realtime UPS charging/discharging. An one-month trace-driven simulation shows that the proposed algorithm provides
a compromise between operational cost, UPS lifetime and datacenter availability. The algorithm is also robust to
time-varying supply and power demand. A second paper concerned by the management of many power sources to
supply autonomous datacenters is [145]. Li et al. worked on green datacenters powered by multiple power supplies
such as basic, intermittent power, and backup power storage. The authors notice that existing studies generally assume
some specific variations of RES and neglect the benefits of the entire system integration. They hence consider a
“hierarchical power coordination system” that manages the capacity of the RES and when to use them. As a result,
datacenters ensure multi-objective energy management decisions, based on renewable energy variability, base-load
power availability, computer tasks, and storage capacity.
The paper [146] also considers the coordination among multiple power sources in datacenters, but mainly focuses
on experimental research. The sources are scheduled considering a priority scheme, the objective is to maximize
the utilization of renewable energy, while minimizing the power consumption from traditional grid, and optimizing
the battery operation. The renewable energy, grid and batteries are assigned with first, second and third priorities,
respectively. A dynamic power technique is employed to cap the energy used from the grid. In the simulation, the
renewable source is solar energy. The approach in this paper can also be categorized as joint management of IT
and electrical infrastructure, since the authors claimed that a workload scheduling algorithm is implemented in the
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Table 1
Summary of Energy Management Systems (EMS) for green datacenters
Ref.

Standalone

Grid
connected

System configuration

Energy Management

[144]

Renewable energy/ UPS batteries

Lyapunov optimization

[145]

PV/wind/batteries/Fuel
(FC)/Gas turbine

multi-objective power management decisions

[147]

PV/Wind/batteries

holistic approach that reduces electricity cost and environmental impact

[148]

CHP plant / FC

optimization of energy consumption operating costs
and CO2 emissions

[149]

Wind/batteries/Supercapacitors

heterogeneous
energy
buffering power approach

[71]

PV/Wind/hydrogen

developed search algorithm
to find LCE that meets zero
LPS

Cell

simulator. However, the IT scheduling is not discussed in detail, and the coordination between IT scheduling and power
sources scheduling is not provided. Another approach is presented by Liu et al. [147] which models the energy flows in
a datacenter and optimize their usage. While, the availability of cooling or energy, like other supply-related constraints,
is usually treated separately from the management of IT work, their work reduces the environmental impact as well as
the electricity costs while using a holistic approach. The latter integrates dynamic pricing, renewable energy supply,
cooling and workload scheduling to secure the sustainable operation. Renewable energy and computer demand are
predicted, and these predictions are used to generate IT workload management capable of scheduling the IT workload
while taking into account the efficiency of power and cooling. Using this two-phase technique, authors show a reduction
of the usage of grid electricity by 60% without a negative impact on the quality of service of the applications. Similarly
in [148] the authors consider a datacenter with a power consumption of 100 kW originated from the IT part. It includes
the values of energy efficiency specific to this infrastructure. The authors aim at increasing the energy efficiency of the
datacenter management system. The approach is completely based on a direct current (DC) architecture. It uses high
performance chillers and a power supply from a Combined Heat and Power (CHP) plant (aka co-generation), instead
of the power grid. Executed simulations using advanced energy management technologies deliver significant energy,
cost and emission savings when operating a datacenter.
Another approach for managing power supply in green datacenters is power provisioning, as in [149]. In that paper,
Liu et al. consider the datacenters that may be supplied by under-provisioned or intermittent power. The authors claim
that devices such as an UPS cannot handle in a efficient way the irregular and unpredictable power mismatches. They
propose a power provisioning architecture called Heterogeneous energy buffering (HEB) that supports the simultaneous
usage of Super-Capacitor (SC) and batteries. Compared to homogeneous storage technologies, the heterogeneous
approach needs more intelligent power management to exploit the capacity of different energy buffers. The authors
propose to assign dynamically the workloads among SCs and batteries. The goal is to achieve a better energy efficiency,
while maintaining a low performance degradation in case of power mismatching. The experimental results from a real
system prototype show that, compared to HEB design with a homogeneous battery energy buffering approach, HEB
can improve renewable energy utilization, increase UPS lifetime, and decrease system downtime. Similarly, Iverson
et al. [71] present a search algorithm that aims at giving the minimum Leveled Cost of Electricity (LCE) that meets
zero Loss of Power Supply (LPS) in the context of datacenter application. They design a model comprised of several
subsystems. This model is used to assess two scenarios depending on the control ability of the demand.
Discussion
From the strict energy management point of view, a datacenter is a system that has to be fuelled as any system with
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a given energy demand. On the other hand, introducing renewable energy in the energy supply implies to consider
the datacenter as a global system that contains both an IT part and an energy supply part. As renewable energy is
intermittent by nature, different problems have been addressed in the literature with different objectives so as to reduce
sometimes the economical or the environment impact of the datacenter. Constraints of these problems differ from one
problem to another. Moreover, as managing microgrids is similar to managing the electrical part of the datacenter,
improving the management of the energy sources and storage in a datacenter context leads to address new challenges,
as for instance, reducing the energy consumption by using new IT scheduling approaches or synchronize as much as
possible the energy demand and production (for instance decrease the datacenter consumption in case of power shortage
by switching off servers, delaying tasks, etc.). Furthermore, since renewable energy remains intermittent with a certain
uncertainty, managing energy of the datacenter also often means managing storage devices, as SC, batteries or other
energy provisioning devices depending on whether it is for short term or long term storage. The optimization of the
usage of the power grid connection is also an option. Papers in the literature shows that managing energy sources and
storage is all the more efficient when the different parts cooperates.

3.2. IT management
In this section we present research works tackling the issues related to the IT management when a datacenter is
fuelled by RES. In that case, the problem is to adapt the IT resource consumption to the energy or power availability.
Two leverages can be used, server shutdown or suspend and workload management, both based on scheduling or load
balancing, with the considered workloads that can be composed of batch jobs, services or both. The methods used by
the cited works to manage or adapt the IT consumption are: job scheduling, virtual machine migration, service rate
allocation, software controlling, shifting demand in time, assigning IT jobs to computational resources, and DVFS.
Table 2 gives a synthetic view of the method used for each of works described below. The objectives are to minimize
criteria like the finish time of a job, or of a set of jobs (makespan), to maximize SLA or service rate while minimizing
brown energy consumption or remaining in a power prediction. Note that, as the classical scheduling problem (i.e.
without constraint and with only the decision of when and where to run applications) is NP-complete[150], scheduling
in the context of renewable energy and with a large number of leverages reach the same complexity. Most approximation algorithms are based on greedy algorithms, which are often at most quadratics or evolutionary, which are usually
with a polynomial complexity. Some of them are based on mixed integer-linear programming methods to explore small
scale systems, using solvers that are exponential in the number of integer variables in the worst case. A batch job does
not run interactively but is rather submitted to a batch scheduler that decides when and where to run the job. This kind
of job is submitted with an expected end of execution time which can be a hard constraint (called deadline) or a soft
constraint (called due date). To control the power consumption of the workload, the batch scheduler can delay a job
in time or control the voltage and frequency of the processor it is assigned to, for instance to shift or decrease a power
consumption peak to respect a power capping, or it can group the jobs on the hosts to power down some of them.
A service is an application that handles requests issued by interactive clients, as for instance a web server. A service
is characterized by a service rate, the number of handled requests per seconds, and the amount of resources consumed
to process these requests. Power consumption of a service can be limited by decreasing its service rate. In that case,
limiting the resources allocated to the virtual machine may decrease the service energy consumption and migrating
virtual machines to group them may be a way to power down some servers.
In the following we first present works that consider only one datacenter, which means that RES, usually supplemented with an electricity grid supply, are globally managed. The characteristics of each contribution are summarized
in Table 2. We then present works that consider several, distributed, datacenters, which means that several sources of
energy and/or power availability are separately managed. The characteristics of the contributions are summarized in
Table 3. In each of these parts, we distinguish the works that either consider batch jobs, services or both.
Note that this survey is limited to works that consider RES and do not consider energy consumption reduction. In
addition, since the article of Kong and Liu [23] already surveys works on renewable energy and reduction of carbon
emission before 2013, we also limit this study on works that are not included in this article or that have been published
since 2013.

3.2.1. Single Datacenter Approaches
As previously said, considering only one data center implies that the RES are globally managed.
Approaches dealing with services
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Several research works consider the IT workload as services and their objective is to maintain a service rate while
maximizing profit or efficiently using the available green energy. Note that the service rate approach allows to use a
continuous objective and thus it is possible to define linear programs to optimize the problem solution.
Ghamkhari et al. [151] consider service rate allocation in green datacenters with local renewable power generation.
The authors consider a trade-off between maximizing the datacenter profit and minimizing their energy expenditure.
The profit is defined to be the difference between revenue and cost.
The research in [152] uses the approach of virtual machine migration. They propose a green-aware power management strategy, taking into account the consumed electricity of both cooling and functional infrastructures. The goal
is to use green energy and maintain the consumed power at an acceptable level. An optimization problem of virtual
machine migration is formulated and solved using statistical searching and heuristics.
Approaches dealing with batch workload
With a batch workload approach, the load cannot be modeled by a continuous variable since it is more coarse
grained. The proposed solutions are closer to classical scheduling algorithms. Different approaches, listed in the
following, tackle variations of the problem.
Most of the studied works tackle the problem of scheduling the workload to optimize the renewable energy use
while minimizing the grid inputs. This is the case in several papers from the research of Goiri et al. In [153], the authors
introduce an energy management algorithm for parallel task scheduling, considering photovoltaics and grid power. The
scheduler aims to maximize the renewable electricity utilization while minimizing the cost of electricity consumption
of the datacenter. A grid connection is used as a secondary power supply when the solar generation is too low. A
controller schedules the tasks on the low cost hours in order to reduce the electricity purchase. In [154], the authors
propose a two-level control method to solve a multi-objective optimization problem in a datacenter. While reducing
the deviation between reference and actual power profiles at the upper level, the algorithm increases the quality of
service at the bottom-level using the received power profile. The reference consumption profile is predetermined by
taking into account the expected renewable generation. Using the Pareto-front optimal solution, the developed control
algorithm finds the best control strategy that maximizes the green-energy consumption.
In [155], Lei et al. also develop a task scheduling strategy for a green datacenter powered by both electrical grid
and renewable energy. The energy from the grid is used depending on the renewable energy prediction and the dynamic
electricity pricing of the grid. Lei et al. [156] use DVFS for handling IT consumption. DVFS is usually applied when a
slack period is detected, then the processor can run at lower frequency or can operate on lower voltage, which decreases
the power consumption. To do so they propose a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm.
In the same context, but in an approach that takes into account the forecast of renewable energy and batteries,
in [157] the authors propose a scheduling algorithm based on priorities. They introduce a sizing methodology, in
which the amount of solar panels and batteries are formulated as a function of the expected workload. A genetic
algorithm computes the task allocation, using the available RES and storage capacity. The overall decision on the
electrical infrastructure depends on the IT scheduling decision under the constraint of available renewable energy.
Still taking RES and grid as power supplies, authors of [136] introduce an interaction between the power supply
and the batch scheduler. They propose a scheduling algorithm with two objectives to minimize, the quality of service
(due-date violation) and the grid power (non-renewable) consumed. The electrical infrastructure is considered as a
black box with its own optimization process. Contrary to the classical centralized optimization of both electrical
infrastructure and of task scheduling, the batch scheduler only uses a minimalist communication model where the
amount of information coming from the electrical black box is reduced to a simple positive or negative feedback.
Also taking the power supply into consideration, the authors in [158] present a global algorithm optimizing at the
same time IT jobs and the physical infrastructure of datacenters, including the computing and cooling elements. The
proposed approach minimizes several objectives, including energy consumption, by minimizing the distance between
a target power profile and the planned one.
In a different context, Klingert et al. [159] studied a RES-powered datacenter with workload coming from smart
cities. The sensor networks in a smart city collect data and store them in a datacenter. They propose technical and
business approaches to manage the local RES. To do so, the authors introduce adaptation strategies together with power
management options. Based on the availability of RES and the state of the grid, the datacenter schedules the IT tasks,
virtual machines and servers accordingly.
Other approaches consider that IT resources are solely powered by RES. The research from Kassab et al. [160], [161]
considers the problem of scheduling independent tasks under power constraints, defined from a power prediction from
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RES. In [160], several common standard scheduling techniques such as list scheduling and binary search are adapted
to take power constraints into account. Their approach does not aim to reduce the energy consumption, but rather to
optimize scheduling objectives such as minimizing the makespan or the total flow time, while respecting the power
constraints given by a power prediction. In [161], a genetic algorithm is used to deal with the IT job scheduling
problem in green datacenters. The paper assumes that different tasks have different power consumption, according to
their computational density; therefore, changing the order of the tasks leads to different power consumption levels at
a given time. In [162], the authors introduce an IT optimization module for datacenters powered only by RES. The
modules processes batch workloads which are also scheduled under renewable energy prediction, but the objective is
to minimize the number of due date violations.
Approaches considering a mixed workload
Datacenters are seldom used for only one type of workload. We have grouped here works that consider both service
and batch workloads or do not differentiate between workload types. In this context, the optimization of the renewable
power use remains the main concern but optimization objectives as quality of service are preferred to other objectives
such as the makespan. We present in the following the characteristics of the different surveyed works.
The authors of [163] study the approach of software controlling, which allows to adapt the power needs of applications to the power availability. They introduce a generic framework and software controller named Energy Adaptive
Software Controller (EASC) which enables applications to react to the intermittent nature of renewable power production. This framework applies different degradation modes to the applications, from none to deeply degraded. EASC
manages all the applications and their degradation levels to optimize the overall quality of service in a power prediction.
In [164], the authors consider simultaneously job spatial scheduling (on the appropriate servers), job temporal
scheduling (allocating the jobs in time), VM suspend/resume switching, and VM migration. A proposed heuristic
algorithm schedules jobs spatially, temporally, and a VM controlling mechanism manages the VM switching and migration. The authors introduce EpoCloud, a prototype that optimizes the energy consumption of mono-site datacenters
powered by the electricity grid and RES. The objective is to find the optimal trade-off between the cost of energy
and the QoS degradation. In [165], the authors also consider a temporal load balancing problem, but with a demand
response approach. The authors provide intensive analysis about the potentials of demand response in datacenters and
recommend to use the pricing approach that is based on the prediction of workload demand and renewable generation.
The workload in [166] is not clearly stated to be batch or service, but instead “real-time" and “delay-tolerant". The
authors consider a straightforward approach that shifts the energy demand of the datacenter in time, from the time
with less available RES to the time with more RES. The objective is to increase the utilization of on-site generated
renewable energy. The shifting is realized based on the flexibility of electrical cooling systems, IT workload, and diesel
generators. In [167], they consider real-time delay-sensitive jobs (services) and deferrable jobs with due dates. The
problem is viewed from the perspective of demand response, which is a spatial/geographic load balancing problem.
The authors propose a straightforward strategy for shifting in time the due dates of IT jobs, while providing monetary
incentives on deadline deferral, in order to match the renewable energy availability.
In [121], the authors introduce two approaches to improve the utilization of renewable energy in datacenters with
power storage. The first scheduler keeps some low priority jobs ready to be executed when renewable power is in
excess. The second one stores the renewable electricity surplus and uses it later when renewable energy is scarce. The
objective is to maximize the utilization of renewable energy produced on-site.
The interest of research presented in [168], [169] is that they focus on building a practical research platform to study
green datacenters. The authors introduce Parasol, a prototype of a green datacenter with solar energy, batteries, and
net metering. Additionally, the authors introduce GreenSwitch, a dynamic scheduler of power sources and workload.
In [169] the GreenSwitch scheduler tries to reduce the grid electricity costs, with regard to the workload characteristics
and the battery lifetime. However, in [168] and [169] only solar panels are considered as RES and the IT scheduling is
limited; specifically, the authors use scheduling algorithms only to select the energy source to use (renewable, battery,
and/or grid), and choose the storage medium (battery or grid) at each time period.
Last, the approach of the DataZero project [170], [162], [160] is based on a joint IT and energy management in
a green datacenter that is entirely powered by renewable energy. The authors propose a system with one standalone
microgrid and three different management modules for IT, power and negotiation. The scheduling strategies of both IT
and power are first considered locally by the IT module and the power module then a trade-off between both solutions
is considered jointly with the support of a negotiation module. This module coordinates the power demand and power
supply from IT side and electrical side.
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Max. green energy consumption
Multi obj.: min. deviation to renewable
power, min deviation to temperature, min.
deadline violation
Max. utilization of renewable energy & min.
the total cost of energy
Max. utilization of renewable energy
Multi obj.: max. renewable energy, min. total energy, min makespan, max. QoS

Multi obj.: min. deviation to renewable
power, min. energy cost, min. due date violation
Max. renewable energy, min. total cost

Min makespan & total flow time under power
constraint

Min makespan & under power constraint

Min. energy, with power envelope constraint

Min. non-renewable energy
Trade-off between energy cost and QoS
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Multi obj.: Min. non-renewable energy or
total energy cost, max. QoS
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[158]

[160]

[161]

[162]

[157]
[164]

[136]

[167]

[163]
[156]

[155]

[159]

[152]

Max. profit (revenue - cost)
Min. user cost (the frequency of violations
of voltage constraints)
Max. the utilization of green energy (max.
profit, min. energy & operational cost)
Max renewable energy

[151]
[165]

Photovoltaics, grid, batteries
Wind Turbines, Solar Panels &
Grid
Photovoltaic, grid (dynamic price)

Renewable Energy Only Power Envelope

Renewable Energy Only Power Envelope

Renewable Energy Only Power Envelope

Renewable (unspecified) & grid
with dynamic price

Renewable (unspecified) & grid

Photovoltaics, grid with dynamic
cost
Solar Panels & Grid
Photovoltaic, grid

Photovoltaic & grid
Unspecified

Renewable (unspecified) & Grid

Photovoltaic & grid

Wind turbine & grid
Photovoltaic & grid

Electrical infrastructure

Batch with individual due dates

Batch w/o due date
Batch and service

Batch

High Performance
Computing (HPC)
Batch
HPC Batch

Batch and service

Batch

Batch and service
Batch

Batch

Batch
Batch

Batch

Service

Service
Batch and service

Workload type

Simulations

Simulation
Simulation

Simulations

Simulations

Simulations

Simulation

Simulation

Testbed
Simulation

Simulation

Testbed
Simulation

Simulation

Simulation

Simulation
Simulation

Evaluation
method

Greedy Heuristics
& Genetic Algorithm
Genetic Algorithm
& Greedy Heuristics
Greedy heuristic
Heuristic scheduling algorithm
Greedy heuristic

Not Specified
Multi-objective
evolutionary
algorithm
Multi-objective
evolutionary
algorithm
Heuristic (Model
Predictive Control)
Greedy heuristics

Heuristic and genetic algorithm
Not Specified (position paper)
Greedy Heuristics
Multi-objective
evolutionary
algorithm
Greedy Heuristic

Optimization
Greedy Heuristics

Method type

Table 2: Summary of characteristics for existing renewable scheduling works on single datacenters.
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Discussion
Table 2 summarizes the main studies, cited in this section, on the design of a single datacenter with RES inputs.
The table synthesizes, for each publication, the energy related optimization objective, the energy sources, the workload
type, and the approach used in the study. As we can see, most of the works aim to increase as much as possible the green
energy consumption or to decrease the cost of using electricity from the grid and only two works consider powering
the datacenter with only RES. Similarly, most of the works use a greedy algorithm or a genetic algorithm to search for
a good solution while only one article uses a linear programming approach. This choice is understandable since the
problem is complex when we consider a non continuous workload as the latter problem is based on a NP-Complete
parallel scheduling problem. Last, it is unfortunately not possible to compare these works with each other since they
do not target the same objectives and do not use the same workload.

3.2.2. Energy management in multiple datacenters with renewable energy
This section presents studies on IT management in multiple geographically distributed datacenters. Taking multi
datacenters with local RES into consideration in the problem of managing the IT workload allows to balance the
workload according to the available energy/power that may be different on several sites. In that case, Graphical Load
Balancing (GLB) is widely explored, as presented by Rahman et al. [184] in a comprehensive survey on several approaches with and without the usage of renewable energy and storage elements. In this work, we focus only on GLB
with renewable energy, giving emphasis to the more recent approaches.
Approaches considering service workload
Since both renewable energy availability and the workload are expected to differ from one datacenter to another,
migrating some VMs/containers/tasks from a datacenter with low local renewable energy production and high workload
demand towards another datacenter with renewable energy surplus, reduces the need for brown energy. The initial
works that explore the use of GLB and renewable energy are [171] and [172]. Liu et al. [171] evaluate feasibility of
powering cloud datacenters with renewable energy. The authors focus on GLB, using a concept called “follow-therenewables”, that migrates the workload between datacenters powered by renewable energy. The goal is to improve
the renewable energy usage considering the different locations and weather conditions. Lin et al. [172] present an
extension of the previous work with online algorithms to exploit the geographically distributed datacenters and their
renewable energy availability.
Some more recent approaches aim to minimize the carbon emission such as [176], and/or reduce the price of the
energy acquired from the grid such as [177] and [178]. In [176], the authors tackle the problem of IT job management
by dynamically distributing the computational requests to the RES-powered datacenters. They model the problem as
a constraint optimization problem with the objective to minimize carbon emissions with a fixed electricity budget.
Another research from Gu et al. [177] considers datacenters powered by wind turbines, solar panels and energy from
the power grid (brown energy). The authors also use storage devices to buy energy at low prices (electricity prices vary
depending on time and location) or store renewable energy surplus. The work focuses on two optimization problems:
(i) to respect the QoS demand and minimize the energy cost; and (ii) to minimize the total carbon emissions under an
energy budget. [178] focus on online algorithms that take decisions at run time for each incoming task. They aim at
minimizing costs, exploiting the variations in the grid prices and the renewable energy utilization, also in a scenario
with several datacenters. The authors explore the price volatility, leveraging from the agreements in the electricity
market, anticipating how much energy should be bought.
More recent works, that focus on maximizing the renewable energy usage, as in [180] and [181] also consider
GLB to maximize renewable energy utilization and consequently reduce energy expense. [180] focus on practical
considerations and present experiments using real machines in Grid5000, traces of English Wikipedia traffic, renewable
energy, and electricity price traces. The authors consider two load balancing levels, local in a datacenter, and global
to distribute the load among different datacenters. [181] propose to migrate VM between datacenters, located within
the same region, to maximize the consumed green energy, with a simplified model (high level view of the datacenters
rather than machines, processors. . . ). The authors present three different approaches depending on the usage of an
oracle knowing the future of renewable energy availability.
Other works such as [175] and [179] focus on different constraints, or metrics. Zhang et al. in [175], also tackle
the problem of minimizing the brown energy usage using virtual machine migration depending on the availability of
renewable energy, but they add network capacity constraints, considering more specifically Elastic Optical Networks
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Minimize Carbon Emissions
Under a Fixed Electricity Budget
Minimize Carbon Emissions &
Minimize Energy Cost

Minimize Energy Cost

Minimize Eco-aware Energy
Cost
Minimize Cost and Maximize
Renewable Energy Utilization
Minimize Cost

Maximize Renewable Energy
Usage
Minimize Non Renewable Energy Consumption

[176]

[178]

[179]

[182]

[183]

[181]

[180]

[177]

[175]

[174]

[173]

[172]

Minimize Cost of System (Energy & Violations)
Minimize Cost of System (Energy & Violations)
Minimize Operation Cost (Energy, Violations & Migration)
Minimize Building Cost &
Minimize Brown Energy
Usage
Minimize Brown Energy Usage

[171]

Photovoltaic, Wind Turbine, Batteries &
Grid

Photovoltaic, Battery & Grid

Photovoltaic, Wind Turbine & Grid

Photovoltaic, Wind Turbine & Grid

Photovoltaic, Wind Turbine, Battery & Grid

Renewable Energy (Unspecified) & Grid

Photovoltaic, Wind Turbine, Battery & Grid

Photovoltaic, Wind Turbine & Grid

Photovoltaic, Wind Turbine & Grid

Photovoltaic, Wind Turbine, Battery & Grid

Renewable Energy (Unspecified)& Grid

Photovoltaic, Wind Turbine & Grid

Photovoltaic, Wind Turbine & Grid

Electrical infrastructure

Service

Service

Service

Service

Service

Service

Service

Service

Service

HPC Batch

Batch

Service

Service

Workload
type

Simulation

Simulation

Simulation

Testbed

Simulation

Simulation

Simulation

Simulation

Simulation

Simulation

Simulation

Simulation

Simulation

Evaluation
method

Greedy Heuristics
Mixed
Integer
Linear Programming
Mixed
Integer
Linear Programming
Convex
Optimization Solver
Lyapunov Optimization
Greedy Heuristics
Greedy Heuristics
Greedy Heuristics
Greedy Heuristics

Greedy Heuristics
Greedy Heuristics
Greedy Heuristics
Not Specified

Method type

Table 3: Summary of characteristics for existing renewable scheduling works on multiple datacenters.
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(EONs). They propose two heuristics taking into account the influence of the network capacity. Deng et al. in [179]
focus on minimizing the eco-aware energy cost, different from the normal cost, by assigning an eco-factor parameter
to each type of power supply (power grid, energy storage system, solar and wind powers). Eco-factor refers to a level
that indicates the green degree of the utilized energy from every supply. The parameter is determined according to the
environmental impact of each supply during the energy production (grid power) and equipment manufacturing (green
resources).
In more recent works such as [182] and [183], the authors use the same concepts but introduce the usage of containers and edge computing. Li et al. in [182] propose to leverage renewable energy production of edge nodes. The
authors propose an analytic model in order to decide if the computation should be offloaded from the connected objects
to the edge or directly to the Cloud according to the renewable energy availability and the Quality of Service requirements. The works rely heavily on on-site renewable energy production and storage at the edge nodes. Aujla et al.
in [183] propose an energy-aware job classification and scheduling scheme that uses a Container as-a-Service (CoaaS)
approach to enable the applications to be balanced depending on the local energy production of each datacenter.
Approaches considering batch workload
There are a few studies ([173] and [174]) that address the batch workload in multiple distributed datacenters.
Goudarzi and Pedram in [173] focus on the load balancing of batch jobs with dependencies in heterogeneous datacenters. The authors aim at reducing the cost considering RES and energy pricing variations. The proposed approach
is an online greedy scheduler where each datacenter has limited resources and maximum generated power. Berral et
al. in [174] focus on studying the location and cost of provisioning several green datacenters and renewable plants,
that provide a given level of renewable energy on-site (the rest comes from the grid), for a “follow-the-renewables"
approach.
Renewable energies and Cooling
Cooling accounts for an important share of the electricity costs for a datacenter. Going further than only considering
cooling as an additional electrical load, some researchers focused on the link between cooling and location of the
datacenter, especially in the presence of renewable energies. H. Khalaj et al. [185] studied 42 locations to assess their
production and free cooling potential and gave results on optimal sizing for hybrid power infrastructure, opening the
path for a “follow-the-renewable" approach taking into account the cooling. Additionally, anticipating the cooling
of a datacenter according to the availability of energy (aka precooling) has been investigated by Zhang et al. [186]
and Lukawski et al. [187], where authors consider energy reduction as a financial operational cost to minimize. Li et
al. [188] and Madon et al. [189] covered synergies between renewable production and pre-cooling possibilities for the
maximization of RES, depending on the location of the datacenter.
Discussion
With the same characteristics used in Table 2, Table 3 summarizes the main studies tackling the management of
multiple datacenters cited in this section. We can note that, considering distributed datacenters, the cost objective is
more often used than for a single datacenter. Actually, this is almost the same as maximizing the renewable energy
consumption since the green energy is generally considered as free when it is produced on site. On the other hand,
these studies more often use several objectives to balance between energy consumption and quality of service. Last,
as with the single datacenter works, greedy heuristics are mostly used as a solution to improve the objective. Note
however that exact methods as linear programming seem also be a possible optimization approach since they are more
used in this context.

4. Conclusion and Open Research Challenges
This article presents a survey on datacenters powered by renewable energies and the related issues. Its objective is
to synthesize the research works done around this idea of electrically green datacenters. We thus consider the linked
issues at different levels, first the whole datacenter and then its composing parts: electrical infrastructure, energy
management and, last, IT management. The integration of RES has been thoroughly investigated, as proved in this
survey. On the other hand, after surveying all these works, our conclusion is that most of the research works tackle only
a part of the datacenter and propositions addressing the issues of designing a whole datacenter of, at least, medium
size (i.e. from the sizing of the power sources and storage to the respect of the SLA) are lacking. To reach this goal
several open research challenges remain to be tackled. We present some of them in the following.
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4.1. Infrastructure challenges
Different challenges could be addressed on the infrastructure of datacenters: first redundancy could be addressed
in a different way and second cooling could be provided with storage equipment. In a classical datacenter architecture,
redundancy is a first choice to overcome the risks of having only one electrical provider or to allow switching machine
rack power distribution from line A to line B. Disruptive architectures taking into account reconfigurable power distribution systems have never been addressed. Energy storage in a number of hydrogen tanks and batteries can play an
active role as backup sources in addition to the primary sources (solar and wind) within a real time dynamic, reconfigurable power distribution system in the datacenter. It would improve service continuity and reduce costs without
sacrificing high availability, in particular in the presence of geo-distributed datacenters. Datacenter cooling is studied in the literature in different ways; for example thermal-aware scheduling and free-cooling approaches are studied.
However fuel cells and hydrogen could offer some possibilities to reuse heat to cool the datacenters. Fuel cells and
hydrogen have been studied for storing energy and producing power for the datacenter, including the IT equipment and
the cooling. A novel option would be to reuse the heat generated by the fuel cells and transform this heat to cold.
Finally, an aspect that has been neglected in previous works considering renewable energies and datacenters is
the total ecological footprint [190]. Integration of the Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) aspects in the decision-making
algorithms (IT scheduling, power sources commitment) should be addressed. To do so, easy to assess metrics should
be used to compare the usage of different technological possibilities, and to assess at best the potential obsolescence
of the equipment and their total ecological cost of ownership, beyond the total cost of ownership.

4.2. Electrical challenges
Most of the existing literature so far has focused on supplying datacenters with RES or improving energy efficiency.
However, grid-connected datacenters can also provide ancillary services to the grid [191, 192, 193], i.e., they can absorb
or supply power on short notice and participate in frequency regulation or reserves, for example. Such behavior can
be obtained either by modulating the IT load [194] or using local storage resources, e.g., from existing UPSs or from
supplementary storage units [195]. This can generate an additional stream of revenue for datacenter operators [196],
as such services can be sold on markets or through long term bilateral contracts. This does however also complicate
the management of resources, and requires the use of portfolio optimization techniques [197].
While most approaches using storage focus on coupling such units at datacenter level, some works have also investigated using storage devices at server level. In [198], authors study combining batteries and/or supercapacitors with
each server for peak power shaving and capping. Several control algorithms are tested, and results point towards the
usage of supercapacitors. The research shows that supercapacitors can reduce the total cost of ownership (TCO) by
34% compared to a case with batteries only. However, multiplying the number of storage devices makes maintenance
more difficult.
Another aspect that would deserve further investigation is the aging of components and its impact on resource
management and sizing. As mentioned earlier, degradation effects tend to decrease the performance and efficiency
of components and their ability to absorb or supply large currents. Aging models are however not mature enough or
far too complex or impractical to enable accurate prognostics of performance degradation for use with maintenance.
Further research is therefore needed in this area, which could reduce the occurrence of unexpected over-costs linked
to early component replacement.
Last, but not least, designing and using new energy sources (such as bio-methane) and storage solutions is a worldwide challenge. For the storage solutions we can cite the use of kinetic energy as proposed by Energy Vault [199] or
heat as done with the thermal energy devices of CCT [200]. Each new source or storage comes with its own constraints
and will imply the design of appropriate models and infrastructures to integrate them in tomorrow’s datacenters.

4.3. Prediction and online decision challenges
One of the main challenges remains uncertainty in the workload and in the power generation, since both IT and
electrical optimization highly depend on the input data. One way to address this issue is to predict these input data,
the workload for the IT part and the energy for the electrical part. This would allow to turn the online optimization
problem into a static optimization problem that usually gives better results.
For the electrical part, weather predictions are already used to anticipate the energy production by photovoltaic and
wind turbines but advanced prediction techniques like deep learning [201] may improve the accuracy of the prediction.
For the IT part, having an accurate prediction of the coming workload will allow to better anticipate the IT management.
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For instance, knowing that the load will probably increase allows to be anticipated by powering on more machines and
cooling elements and ask for more energy on the electrical part, for instance activate a fuel cell.
Concerning the IT load prediction, another challenge could be to predict the energy consumption of a task, given
its input data. There is already a large set of research works that tackle the prediction of the running time of a task,
given its parameters or input data, but we could also consider predicting its power consumption over time, in time slots.
This will give a more accurate information to the scheduler that could better use the available power in each time slot.
Such prediction may be based on Deep Learning.
Another way to tackle this uncertainty challenge is to study online decisions between the IT power consumption and
the electrical power production with multi-source commitment. The robustness of optimization algorithms in presence
of uncertainty should also be studied. This would adapt dynamically the schedule for IT and sources commitment for
power sources. Based on the current new situation (more or less power needed, more or less power availability),
reactive actions could be proposed (re-allocation of tasks, QoS degradation, local command on power sources. . . ).
This on-line reactivity should take into account uncertainties. Reinforcement learning should help to understand the
effects of cumulative decisions previously taken and improve future ones.

4.4. IT challenges
To the best of our knowledge, there is until now no evaluation of feasibility nor performance of geographically
distributed datacenters powered only by renewable energy (no grid as backup). This kind of scenario can be specially
interesting considering very distant datacenters (different timezones).
One main open problem concerning renewable-powered datacenters comes from their assessment. To be able to
evaluate their performance, it is necessary to use either actual infrastructure or simulation. As the first one is impractical
due to the size and the hardware complexity, the second one is mandatory for large scale tests. This leads to two open
challenges:
• Co-simulation: Ooe main difficulty concerns the large number of necessary simulators from different fields,
from IT simulators to energy-related ones;
• Complete traces: some long-term traces exist for particular datacenters or for renewable-related elements (wind,
irradiance, temperature, . . . ) on particular places. At the moment there is no reference dataset encompassing
these two worlds. Plus we are missing large sets of power consumption by application vs processor or, better,
hardware architecture.

4.5. Simulation and validation challenges
The cost and time required for performing experiments on large-scale datacenters are usually high. In addition,
such experiments are difficult to reproduce, due to their expensiveness as much as due the difficulties to access such
infrastructure. Simulation is therefore a valuable tool to design and evaluate grid- and cloud-computing scheduling approaches. It may consist of ad hoc numerical simulations, or in using existing simulators developed by the community,
depending on the complexity of the model, the target of the study, and the required degree of accuracy. Several simulators are commonly used in the HPC and Cloud Computing communities, such as SimGrid [202], CloudSim [203]
and DCworms [204].
When RES are considered in datacenter management approaches, it may be required to simulate some of the
behaviors of the electrical infrastructure itself. The immediate or predicted power production of each renewable source
may be required to take some decisions. Such data are easily added to existing simulators, as they may be pre-computed
offline based on real production traces or weather conditions and source models. However, when energy storage devices
are also considered, deeper integration with the simulation tools is required. Indeed, the energy stored at a given time
must be updated based on the power consumption of the computing part and the available power.
Simulating a datacenter with RES requires at least two kinds of data: the workload of the datacenter itself and
the electrical production of the sources. To evaluate an approach using simulation, the workload may be either based
on real-world traces or generated using known properties (synthetic workload). Examples of publicly-accessible realworld traces are the Google cluster data [205], analyzed by many authors [206, 207, 208], the different traces available
on Grid Workloads Archive [209] or the traces of user requests on the 1998 World Cup [210]. Depending on the
context of each approach, the workload model may differ significantly, with the two main categories being batch
tasks and long-running services, as detailed in Section 3.2. Therefore, all the available workload traces or synthetic
generation methods do not fit the requirements for every study.
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From the other side, the electrical production of the sources is calculated based on models and meteorological data
such as wind speed and irradiation. These data could be obtained from various databases online such as the national solar data base (NSRDB) [211], the Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA2) [212],
the wind prospector from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) [213].
None of the general purpose datacenter simulators are distributed with the ability to simulate such RES and storage
devices. A few works already attempted to integrate these features, such as [136] in which authors extended DCworms
with electrical infrastructure simulation. But there features were not used by other authors of the community until now.
Therefore, almost all the works targeting datacenters with complex electrical infrastructures use ad hoc simulators
written specifically for their needs [214, 215, 121].
Performing experiments with real hardware is even more difficult when RES are studied. In addition to demanding
expensive components, the high unpredictability of these sources makes the experiments more difficult to control and
to reproduce [168]. Only a few works used a real infrastructure. [153] proposed GreenSlot, a scheduler aware of
renewable energy production and prediction, which was partly evaluated with a 16-node cluster connected to a PV
panel array. The same authors also proposed GreenSwitch [168] consisting of a modified version of Hadoop able
to take advantage of renewable energy production. This approach was evaluated on a real infrastructure composed
of 64 servers, batteries and PV panels. Moreover, in both simulations or small-scale experiments, a single electrical
line is used to link the power sources, electrical storage and IT infrastructure (including cooling system, servers and
networking devices). It is then, difficult to reproduce real conditions of datacenters.
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